Individual/Group Skills Register
We wish to establish a skills register for individuals/groups in the local area with a view to creating a vehicle for change at the railway station and forge links between rail
and the local community. This could range from helping to create a more pleasant, vibrant and welcoming environment at the station to helping with event planning; with
aims including increasing sustainable and active travel, boosting the local economy, empowering local residents and attracting more people to visit the area.

Name

Contact number

E-mail

Other (please specify)
e.g. commercial set up

Office & administrative
support (e.g. bid writing)

Events management
& fundraising

Construction & building
maintenance

Community outreach &
participation

Please fill in the details below and tick the areas that you as an individual or group feel
you could get involved in supporting on a case-by-case basis. The idea is to have a
preferred online platform in place to be able to communicate and discuss options
going forward.

Food partnerships &
resource donations

So, can you help in some capacity to transform the station or maybe donate resources
to specific, mutually beneficial causes in partnership with the community? Can
supressed opportunities be unlocked through co-operative working?

Mentoring and training
services (youth etc.)

To achieve these types of initiatives, we are looking to bring together a diverse pool of skills, resources and talents across the local community. The idea behind this is to
help build links and consensus around specific initiatives, or a course of action to address or take forward elements of the Station Travel Plan (STP) and any future
masterplans to leverage benefits locally beyond the station site boundary. It is about working co-operatively for wider gains.

Categories (place a cross in any column that you may be able to support)

What personal or professional skills and services could you contribute generally? (e.g. marketing support, onward travel help, linking up local suppliers etc)

What subjects are you passionate about addressing or exploring in relation to the local area and the station going forwards? (e.g. cleaning up the local area)

